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 Historical Literacy Project Model Unit Gallery Template


Unit Title:
Immigration; Past and Present


Designed by:  Chris Kenton, Cliff Cromwell, Matt Lindell


District:
Lake Forest, Capital




Content Area:  United States History

Grade Level(s):  9-12


____________________________________________________________


Summary of Unit:  The students will learn about the reason for immigration, what was the impact of immigration on the participants and the country.  Each student will be challenged to experience the trauma of migrating to a new land. 

Stage 1 – Desired Results


What students will know, do, and understand

____________________________________________________________


Delaware Content Standards: History Standard One 9-12:  Students will analyze historical materials to trace the development of an idea or trend across space or over a prolonged period of time in order to explain patterns of historical continuity and change.

Big Idea(s) 


Immigration: trends and challenges over time.


Unit Enduring Understanding(s) 

Students will understand the factors for immigration (past and present) and the challenges that occurs during actual immigration.


Unit Essential Questions(s)  

Why would people choose to leave their homeland to come to a new land?  What problems does immigration cause for the country?  What challenges do the immigrants face once they arrive?  What reasons would persons be accepted or rejected for immigration?


Knowledge and Skills 

Students will know the push/pull factors of historical immigration.


Students will effectively communicate with person who do not understand your language.


Stage 2 – Assessment Evidence

(Design Assessments To Guide Instruction)

___________________________________________________________________


Suggested Performance/Transfer Task(s) 

		Essential Question Addressed: 


    

		Students would determine who would be accepted or rejected into the U.S. today.






		Prior Knowledge




		Students should know the history of immigration and the factors for the movement.



		Scenario




		You are an immigration official who has to decide who will be accepted into the country.



		Requirements

		Students will choose from a list of immigrants 4 person to be accepted and 4 to be wait-listed, leaving 10 to be rejected.






		Final Product




		 Complete the chart with reasons for your decisions and answering the questions concerning your criteria for your decisions.





Rubric(s) 

		Scoring Category


Your admission decision includes: 

		Score Point 3

		Score Point 2

		Score Point 1



		· Students must accept 4 applicants

		Decisions given are well supported with effective and well informed reasons for acceptance. 

		Decisions given are limited in scope of understanding for acceptance.

		Decisions given are not given or unrealistic in nature.



		· Students must wait-list 4 applicants

		Decisions given are well supported with effective and well informed reasons for wait-list. 

		Decisions given are limited in scope of understanding for wait-list.

		Decisions given are not given or unrealistic in nature.



		· Students must decline 10 applicants

		Decisions given are well supported with effective and well informed reasons for rejection. 

		Decisions given are limited in scope of understanding for rejection.

		Decisions given are not given or unrealistic in nature.





Total Score: _______


Other Evidence (This could include tests, quizzes, prompts, student work samples, and observations used to collect diverse evidence of student understanding.)

Students will produce a concept cube concerning the factors of immigration.

Formative Assessment is embedded into the lessons through the checks for understanding.

Student Self-Assessment and Reflection 

Students will complete a writing prompt concerning the immigration of 2015 to a new planet.

Transfer Task – Page 1





Transfer Task – Page 2


Immigration Applicants

		App


Num.

		Country


Of Origin

		Age

		Name

		Accept/


Reject/


Waiting List

		Reason for Decision



		1

		Afghanistan

		34

		Abdul

		

		



		2

		England

		28

		Jacob

		

		



		3

		Mexico

		42

		Pedro

		

		



		4

		Mexico

		38

		Francisco

		

		



		5

		Germany

		55

		Eva

		

		



		6

		Cuba

		24

		Oscar

		

		



		7

		France

		24

		Monique

		

		



		8

		Liberia

		40

		Roger

		

		



		9

		Israel

		37

		Arik

		

		



		10

		Poland

		30

		Marcus

		

		



		11

		Romania

		22

		Maria

		

		



		12

		Russia

		40

		Alex

		

		



		13

		Vietnam

		18

		Ngo

		

		



		14

		Sudan

		25

		Ngoroge

		

		



		15

		Australia

		29

		Darren

		

		



		16

		South Africa

		42

		Russel

		

		



		17

		Haiti

		24

		Claude

		

		



		18

		Ireland

		39

		Patrick

		

		





Stage 3 – Learning Plan


(Design learning activities to align with Stage 1 and Stage 2 expectations)


___________________________________________________________________


Use this same lesson template as many times as you need i.e. depending on how many lessons are in your unit.


Lesson # 1


Why Come to America/Early Immigration


Chris Kenton


Lesson Description: Students will learn five reasons early immigrants came to America.  


Time Required: The lessons should take 2-3 days to complete.


Essential Question Addressed: What were the main reasons people initially came to America.

Enduring Understanding: Students will understand the factors for immigration (past and present) and the challenges that occurs during actual immigration.


Materials: PowerPoint on Early Immigration, Student Handout Cloze Procedure on PowerPoint, Concept Cube Directions.


Procedures: 


Strategy #1:  Gathering Information



Think-Pair-Square


Directions:  


Step 1:  Students will be given a scenario called “Would you go?”  Students will be given 5 minutes to read through the scenarios and decide if they would choose to go to this newly found planet, given the circumstances given to them on their information sheet.  


Step 2:  Students are now paired up with a partner, and the groups of two are given five minutes to compare their answers.  Students may decide to change their answers after discussion with their partner.


Step 3:  Students will then be partnered up with another group of two, now making a group of four to further discuss their answers.  (The teacher may continue to group students together until they feel students have been given enough time to debate possible answers.)


Scenario – Would You Go?


 


      The year is 2010. Deep in outer space, scientists have discovered a new planet that is remarkably similar to Earth. The planet has no human life, but its plant life and minerals are identical to those of Earth.  A private company has created a shuttle craft which can take you to this planet. 

There is abundant free land to be claimed and a small human population from Earth that has already settled there. The trip is 98% safe and takes between 3-4 months to complete. The ride there will be cramped with little or no medical first aid available. Once you get there, you will not be able to return to Earth unless you become wealthy enough to afford the trip back.  

WILL YOU GO? Why or why not?


The U.S. Government has determined that there will be a new “official religion” of the country. You will no longer be allowed to practice your religion. 


WILL YOU GO? Why or why not? 


The US government has become a dictatorship and many of the freedoms people have enjoyed, such as freedom of the press and speech are no longer allowed. Your friend was recently arrested and jailed for speaking out against the government. 


   WILL YOU GO? Why or why not? 


Earth, particularly the US is suffering from a 2 year famine and there is widespread death from hunger. Your family has very little food and often goes for 2-3 days without eating.


   WILL YOU GO? Why or why not? 


Check for Understanding:  Students will fill out an exit card or do a reflective writing piece answering the question, “What would you guess are the reasons that most immigrants came to America?”

Strategy #2:  PowerPoint “Reasons for Early Immigration”


Teacher Notes for PowerPoint:


WHY COME TO AMERICA? The Early Immigrants’ Reasons


LAND: Jamestown


· England’s population in the sixteenth century ballooned by almost fifty percent, going from 3 million in 1500 to 4.5 million in 1650. Poverty, unemployment, and unequal distribution of wealth confronted the English. Land became more scarce so people turned to…colonizing the New World.


· Founded in 1607 (by 104 men and boys); named in honor of King James I of England

· Located on a marshy peninsula (for defense purposes); The swampland made for a very unhealthy location as mosquitoes infested the area leading to malaria.


· The colony was also plagued by Indian attacks and bad weather


· Many Englishmen died of hunger, dysentery, malaria and yellow fever 

· Only 12 percent of the original 500 colonists were still alive in 1611

· In 1612, tobacco was developed and it quickly became the major exportable cash crop, thus saving Jamestown

· By 1619 Jamestown had exported 10 tons of tobacco to Europe

· By 1619, tobacco allowed colonists to afford two things: the colony's first black indentured servants as well as women from England.

· Significance? First permanent English settlement in North America

LAND: Indentured Servitude


· The indentured servant system fit right in with the development of tobacco as the colonists desired more workers and as England continued to suffer from overpopulation.

· Servants typically worked five to seven years (without wages) in exchange for passage to America, room, board, shelter. 


· It is estimated that one-half to two-thirds of all European immigrants to the colonies participated in this system. (The practice disappeared after 1800.)


· One scholar estimates that 75% or more of Virginia's settlers in the seventeenth century were servants.


· Most indentured servants were 18-22 years old, unmarried, male, and poor.


· Indentured servants could not marry without their master's consent, and they had little control over the terms or conditions of their labor and living standards. An indentured servant's contract could be extended as punishment for breaking a law, such as running away, or in the case of female servants, becoming pregnant.  

· While the life of an indentured servant was harsh and restrictive, it was not slavery. Servants entered into their labor contracts voluntarily, and they retained some legal rights: they could bring suit and testify, own property, and turn to colonial courts for protection against abusive masters. 

· That servants were willing to serve so long under such restrictive conditions testifies to their expectations of the opportunities in America. A few joined the ranks of the colonial elite; more died in poverty, often while still servants.

RELIGIOUS FREEDOM: Pilgrims

· About 100 Pilgrims set sail in 1620 for Massachusetts on the Mayflower – signed the Mayflower Compact (first sign representative democracy)


· They were Separatists (wanted to be left alone to practice their radical vision).


· Like the Virginians, they encountered tremendous hardships as half of them died in the first winter alone. The following year, with the help of the Native Americans, they learned to plant corn and held a great feast of Thanksgiving.


RELIGIOUS FREEDOM: Puritans


· Unlike the Pilgrims, John Winthrop (served as governor of the Massachusetts Bay Colony) and the other Puritans who traveled to Massachusetts (1630) were not separatists. Rather than trying to flee the corruptions of a wicked world, they hoped to establish in New England a pure church that would offer a model for the churches in England.


· They sought to purify the Church of England and to reform society as well – aimed to have well-ordered families in well-ordered towns in a well-ordered colony


· Strong work ethic and extremely religious (as evidenced by Salem Witch Trials)


· Believed God had assigned them a special task as they were to convert others – “city upon a hill”


· Today, eight million Americans can trace their ancestry to the fifteen to twenty thousand Puritans who migrated to New England between 1629 and 1640. 


TO ESCAPE FAMINE: Irish Potato Famine


· During the summer of 1845, a fungus devastated Ireland’s potato crop, the basic staple in the Irish diet. A few days after potatoes were dug from the ground, they began to turn into a slimy, decaying, blackish "mass of rottenness." 


· "Famine fever"--dysentery, typhus, and infestations of lice--soon spread through the Irish countryside. Observers reported seeing children crying with pain and looking "like skeletons, their features sharpened with hunger and their limbs wasted, so that there was little left but bones, their hands and arms." Masses of bodies were buried without coffins, a few inches below the soil. 


· Over the next ten years, 750,000 Irish died and nearly two million people - about a quarter of the population - had emigrated to America. By the 1850s, the Irish comprised half the population of New York and Boston. 


TO ESCAPE POLITICAL PERSECUTION: German Revolution


· Many different European governments experienced shifts in power. With a new ruling class taking over, those that disagreed/were not affiliated with them were persecuted (not allowed to speak their minds). As a result, many (not only Germans) fled to places including America.


· By 1832, more than 10,000 immigrants arrived in the U.S. from Germany. By 1854, that number had jumped to nearly 200,000 immigrants. The ten years after the revolution led to over 1 million Germans emigrating to the U.S. Altogether, more than 5 million people left Germany for the U.S. during the 19th century.


BECAUSE THEY WERE FORCED: Slavery


· Number of slaves grew rapidly: By 1750, ½ of Virginia’s population and 2/3rds of South Carolina’s population were slaves


Student Handout (Cloze Procedure)


WHY COME TO AMERICA? The Early Immigrants’ Reasons


LAND: Jamestown


· ________ population in the sixteenth century ballooned by almost fifty percent, going from 3 million in 1500 to 4.5 million in 1650. Poverty, unemployment, and unequal distribution of _______ confronted the English. Land became more scarce so people turned to…colonizing the New World.


· Founded in 1607 (by 104 men and boys); named in honor of King ______ I of England

· Located on a marshy peninsula (for defense purposes); The swampland made for a very unhealthy location as mosquitoes infested the area leading to_________.


· The colony was also plagued by ________ attacks and bad weather


· Many Englishmen died of hunger, dysentery, malaria and yellow fever 

· Only ____ percent of the original 500 colonists were still alive in 1611

· In 1612, _________ was developed and it quickly became the major exportable cash crop, thus saving Jamestown

· By 1619 Jamestown had exported 10 tons of tobacco to Europe

· By 1619, tobacco allowed colonists to afford two things: the colony's first black indentured servants as well as women from England.

· Significance? First permanent English settlement in ________________.

LAND: Indentured Servitude


· The indentured servant system fit right in with the development of tobacco as the colonists desired more workers and as England continued to suffer from ________________.

· Servants typically worked ___ to ___ years (without wages) in exchange for passage to America, room, board, shelter. 


· It is estimated that one-half to two-thirds of all European immigrants to the colonies participated in this system. (The practice disappeared after 1800.)


· One scholar estimates that 75% or more of Virginia's settlers in the seventeenth century were servants.


· Most indentured servants were ______ years old, unmarried, male, and poor.


· Indentured servants could not _____ without their master's consent, and they had little control over the terms or conditions of their labor and living standards. An indentured servant's contract could be extended as punishment for breaking a law, such as ___________, or in the case of female servants, becoming __________.  

· While the life of an indentured servant was harsh and restrictive, it was not slavery. Servants entered into their labor contracts voluntarily, and they retained some legal rights: they could bring suit and testify, own property, and turn to colonial courts for protection against abusive masters. 

· That servants were willing to serve so long under such restrictive conditions testifies to their expectations of the ___________ in America. A few joined the ranks of the colonial elite; more died in poverty, often while still servants.

RELIGIOUS FREEDOM: Pilgrims

· About 100 Pilgrims set sail in 1620 for __________ on the Mayflower – signed the Mayflower Compact (first sign representative democracy)


· They were ______________ (wanted to be left alone to practice their radical vision).


· Like the Virginians, they encountered tremendous hardships as half of them died in the first winter alone. The following year, with the help of the Native Americans, they learned to plant corn and held a great feast of ______________.


RELIGIOUS FREEDOM: Puritans


· Unlike the Pilgrims, _________ (served as governor of the Massachusetts Bay Colony) and the other Puritans who traveled to Massachusetts (1630) were not separatists. Rather than trying to flee the corruptions of a wicked world, they hoped to establish in New England a pure church that would offer a model for the churches in England.


· They sought to purify the ____________________ and to reform society as well – aimed to have well-ordered families in well-ordered towns in a well-ordered colony


· Strong work ethic and extremely religious (as evidenced by _______________________)


· Believed God had assigned them a special task as they were to convert others – “city upon a hill”


· Today, _____ million Americans can trace their ancestry to the fifteen to twenty thousand Puritans who migrated to New England between 1629 and 1640. 


TO ESCAPE FAMINE: Irish Potato Famine


· During the summer of ____, a fungus devastated Ireland’s _____ crop, the basic staple in the Irish diet. A few days after potatoes were dug from the ground, they began to turn into a slimy, decaying, blackish "mass of rottenness." 


· "_______________"--dysentery, typhus, and infestations of lice--soon spread through the Irish countryside. Observers reported seeing children crying with pain and looking "like skeletons, their features sharpened with hunger and their limbs wasted, so that there was little left but bones, their hands and arms." Masses of bodies were buried without coffins, a few inches below the soil. 


· Over the next ten years, 750,000 Irish died and nearly ____ million people - about a quarter of the population - had emigrated to America. By the 1850s, the Irish comprised half the population of New York and Boston. 


TO ESCAPE POLITICAL PERSECUTION: German Revolution


· Many different European governments experienced shifts in power. With a new ruling class taking over, those that disagreed/were not affiliated with them were persecuted (not allowed to speak their minds). As a result, many (not only Germans) fled to places including America.


· By 1832, more than ______ immigrants arrived in the U.S. from Germany. By 1854, that number had jumped to nearly _______ immigrants. The ten years after the revolution led to over 1 million Germans emigrating to the U.S. Altogether, more than 5 million people left Germany for the U.S. during the 19th century.


BECAUSE THEY WERE FORCED: Slavery


· Number of slaves grew rapidly: By 1750, ___ of Virginia’s population and ____ of South Carolina’s population were slaves


Check for Understanding:  Students will be able to identify the five main reasons people initially came to America.


Strategy 3:  Concept Cube


Concept Cube Assignment


Purpose


    * The purpose of this project is to help you review a period of time and to see the relationships between causes and consequences.


    * You may work with a partner or you can do this on your own.


    * In either case, the work should be done well, be colorful and interesting, and should use a carefully chosen set of images, graphs, songs, selections from speeches, pictures, etc., to present your topic.


Instructions


   1. The first thing you need to do is to pick a topic. One side of the cube will be a "title" side and this will contain the topic. For our project, the topic is “Reasons for Early Immigration.”


   2. The next thing you need to do is to think back to five important "causes" of your topic event. For our project, the five causes were:  Land, Religious Freedom, To Escape Famine, To Escape Political Persecution, Slavery (Because they were forced to).


   3. Having picked your title event, rank the five significant "causes" in order from least to most important.


   4. Get a regular sized piece of poster paper. You do not have to use white. You can either trace the pattern available in class, or you can measure out your own as indicated below.




  5. It is a good idea to sketch out how you plan to proceed before you go hunting your materials.


   6. Start with your title side and think of an artful way of depicting it. Then move down your list to the most significant cause, the next most significant cause, etc., until you have planned out how you are going to represent each of these "faces" of the cube.


   7. Whatever you do, you cannot just write words on the sides of the cube; you must use graphs, pictures, song lyrics, political cartoons, etc. And remember color, creativity, neatness all count.


Evaluation


    * After the cube is completed, you must "present" your cube to the class, introducing your topic and walking the class through the events you chose and justifying your work as you go.


    * Keep this in mind: your work will be displayed and used by students other than those who know you or what you were thinking when you did the project.


Check for Understanding:  Students will complete a writing prompt asking them which of the four voluntary reasons for immigration would most convince them to immigrate and why.


Stage 3 – Learning Plan


(Design learning activities to align with Stage 1 and Stage 2 expectations)


___________________________________________________________________


Use this same lesson template as many times as you need i.e. depending on how many lessons are in your unit.


   Lesson # 2


Ellis Island/$Immigration


Cliff Cromwell


Lesson Description: Students will learn about the history of Ellis Island and the process of immigration through that establishment.


Time Required: The lessons should take 2-3`days to complete>


Essential Question Addressed: What challenges do the immigrants face once they arrive?  What reasons woulf persons be accepted or rejected for immigration?

enduring Understanding: Students will understand the factors for immigration (past and present) and the challenges that occurs during actual immigration.


Materials: Student Handout “Ellis Island notes”, Powerpoint of Ellis Island, Studeot Handout “Immigration – What it was like”  


-


Procedures: 


Step One: Pass out the student handout “Ellis Island Notes” to the students.  


Step Two: teacher to present the powerpoint on Ellis$Island and the student take notes 


with information given from the powerpoint.


Step Three:  Pass out the student`handout “Immigratioo – What it was like.  Divide the 


class into three groups and pass out the handout to each group. Pair up students so that each one comes from a different group.  Follow the direction on the hand out.  Students should write all four question that they think is being communicated.


Step Four. Debrief the exercise.  You can have students act out the gestures that got the 


question written on the sheet.


Debrief:  The students should be able to answer the essential questions: What problems does immigration cause for the country?  What challenges do the immigrants face once they arrive?  This could be done"as an “exit ticketÔ exercise.

Formative Assessment (“Check for Understanding”): How will you mmasure student understanding of the targgted benchmark or essential quesvyon? This “Check for Understanding” must assess individual studenu achievement and involve written responses.


Resources and Teaching Tips (Consider the two questions below when completing this section.)


· What text/print/media/kit/web resources best wupport this unit?


Teacher should check out the web site for Ellis Island = http://www.ellisisland.org and http://www.history.com/content/ellis-island.  Also History channel offers a DVD on Ellis Island for $24.95

· What tips to teachers of the unit can you offer about likely rough spots/student misunderstandings and performance weaknesses, and how to troubleshoot those issues? Be especially mindful to identify any misconceptions that students are likely to have as they enter this unit and that might interfere with their learning. 

Ellis Island Powerpoint Teacher notes


Ellis Island Immigration Lecture 


Slide #1:


Immigrant Family Looking Out From Dock of Ellis Island at Statue of Liberty


Slide #2:


LETTER “L” - These were for Istvan and Margit Bajhazi, a brother and sister who immigrated from Hungary in 1921. They had received their passports less than two weeks earlier from the Budapest chief of police. It is clearly marked what their intention is in coming to the US…they have had to swear to abide by all US laws and list “sponsors” in the US in order for them to come….



Slides #3 and #4: 


People jam-packed on the steerage deck of the USS Permland




Slide #5:


LETTER “H” – Steamship companies had their own systems of inspecting passengers before they boarded and weeding out those likely to not be allowed into the US. They were not required by law to do so, but they did because if an immigrant was rejected, they would have to give them a free ride back to Europe. The stamps on this card affirm that Mr. Pliscz was inspected before he got on the boat and again on the ship. The back side reveals that a doctor has indicated that he has received a vaccination (probably for smallpox)



Slide #6:


Woman and child traveling by “Cabin Class”





Slide #7:


LETTER “K” –Beginning in 1893, every ship bound for the US had to keep a manifest, or log, of their immigrant passengers, listing their names, occupations, ages and countries of origin. This ship, which arrived in 1906, carried mostly young, unmarried Irish immigrants. Details include how much money they had, were they literate and the basic state of health were included.  

Slide #8:

Newly Arrived Immigrants Waiting to be taken to Ellis Island for Processing




Slide #9:




Here you see people, split into groups of 30 and placed into “bins” awaiting the inspection process. Although the average immigrant made it through Ellis Island in five hours, many had to wait days to get through during peak times. (Here you see various scenes of “the waiting”…a theme commonly remembered by many immigrants).


Slides # 10-11:






Slide #12-13:


Once inside, people were herded like cattle through the inspection process.






Slide #14:


Doctors inspect for skin diseases or fungus.




Slide #15-16:


Doctors perform the most dreaded of all tests, the “buttonhook test”.








Slide #17:


The island hospital treated and diagnosed the more serious cases.




Slide #18:


LETTER “F” – Birth certificate for baby born on Ellis Island.



Slide #19:




Inspectors question immigrants to determine whether they met minimum standards for entrance into the US






Slide #20:


LETTER “B” – Beginning in 1917, all US immigrants over 16 had to pass a literacy test to enter. Previously, the only two grounds for rejection had been poor health or mental deficiencies. 

Slide #21:




Men are held in a “detainee pen” to await further testing.


Slide #22:


LETTER “G” – Menu from food service at Ellis Island. The US government fed immigrants detained at Ellis Island for free. 



Slides #23-28:


Children posing for group photo while awaiting processing to be completed.




LETTER “E” – Many immigrants needed to send telegrams from Ellis Island. This one, sent in 1911, was a plea from an arriving immigrant looking for a friend to wire him $20. 



  Children playing on a “makeshift” playground on the roof of Ellis Island




          Newly arrived Italian immigrants, travelling alone with her children.







Slide #29:


LETTER “J” – Becoming a US citizen a century ago was much easier than it is today. Often times, $10 could buy citizenship from a corrupt official. Some never bothered filing for citizenship because their chief goal was obtaining employment and there was little fear of deportation.

Slides 30-32:


This immigrant neighborhood, the Lower East side of New York, soon became one of the most crowded places on earth.




This tenement building was typical of one found in urban New York at the turn of the century.




Here you see a “makeshift bedroom” on a tenement balcony. Notice the train tracks directly below.




Slides #33-35:




Hester Street in New York. Here you see street vendors in a predominantly Jewish neighborhood.







Young children in NY City working in a factory making paper bags.




Young children playing with a fire hydrant in the street of an Italian neighborhood in NY City




Slides #36-37:


Two anti-immigration cartoons of the time.






Slide #38:




A shot of Ellis Island, as seen by arriving immigrants.




Student Handout Notes on Ellis Island

ELLIS ISLAND SLIDE LECTURE NOTES


		Background of Ellis Island:






		What is meant by the “steerage” deck? What were the conditions like?






		Describe the immigrant processing experience at Ellis Island, including inspections:






		What were some of the test that had to be passed by immigrants to get accepted into the country?






		What difficulties did women and children have at Ellis Island?






		What was “Tenement housing?”






		How did immigrants try to make a living?






		Knowing what Ellis Island and the “immigrant experience” might have been like, would you have gone through it? Why or why not?








Student Handout  Immigration – what it was like


IMMIGRATION – What it was like


DIRECTIONS: You are a Polish immigrant who has recently arrived in the United States. You are to communicate the following questions or statements to your partner WITHOUT SPEAKING!!! You may not mouth words either, since you don’t know English.


1. Where can I rent an apartment?


2. Where is the closest school?


3. How do I get a license to drive?


4. My house is on fire!


IMMIGRATION – What it was like


DIRECTIONS: You are a Polish immigrant who has recently arrived in the United States. You are to communicate the following questions or statements to your partner WITHOUT SPEAKING!!! You may not mouth words either, since you don’t know English.


1. Where can I find a policeman? 


2. How much does this cost?


3. Are you hiring?


4. Where is the closest Catholic church?


IMMIGRATION – What it was like


DIRECTIONS: You are a Polish immigrant who has recently arrived in the United States. You are to communicate the following questions or statements to your partner WITHOUT SPEAKING!!! You may not mouth words either, since you don’t know English.


1.   I know how to farm, where can I get land?


2.  What will my salary be?


3.  I don’t have any money.


4.  What are the laws of your land?


Stage 3 – Learning Plan


(Design learning activities to align with Stage 1 and Stage 2 expectations)


___________________________________________________________________


Use this same lesson template as many times as you need i.e. depending on how many lessons are in your unit.


   Lesson # 3


“The Day After Tomorrow”: Should Americans Be Able to Immigrate to Mexico?


Matt Lindell—Dover High School


Lesson Description: Chronology is the main way historians arrange events and trends in history to see patterns of continuity and change in history.  Historical events happen at a specific time and location, and reflect the history, culture, and geography of the time and place in which they occur.  Although each society is unique, certain trends and ideas recur across time and space.  In this lesson, students will be focusing on the perceived challenges that immigration poses to nations, such as the United States.  In the previous lessons in this unit, students have discovered the historical reasons for U.S. opposition to immigration.  However, students will look at immigration from a different perspective as they will be evaluating the opinions of Mexican leaders in response to the idea of allowing American victims of Hurricane Katrina to immigrate to Mexico.  It is the goal of this lesson that students will understand the concept of recurring trends and ideas in regard to immigration.  The formative assignment will bring the lesson all together as students will be asked to take on assorted roles in a scenario similar to the one seen in “The Day After Tomorrow” where the United States is dramatically changed due to climate change and Americans are running across the border into Mexico for survival.  Students will be split into three separate groups (Mexicans, Americans, and Mexican politicians) and Americans will have to argue why they should be allowed to immigrate into Mexico and the Mexicans have to argue against Americans immigrating into Mexico.


Time Required: 2-3 days

Essential Question Addressed:  To what extent can we learn from studying historical responses 






  to societal problems?


Enduring Understanding:  History is often messy, yet a historian must logically organize events, recognize patterns and trends, explain cause and effect, make inferences, and draw conclusions from those sources which are available at the time.


Materials: 


Handout #1—Mexico and Hurricane Katrina


Handout #2—Close the Borders to All Newcomers by Daniel James (1993)


Handout # 3 “Give Us Your Best, Your Brightest” by Stephen Moore (1993)


The Day After Tomorrow—Copy of movie to show the clip


Rubric #1—For Formative Essay


Procedures:


1.  Students will enter the classroom and answer the following question: What are the pros and 


cons of immigration for a country?  Answers will vary but some examples—pro—increases diversity and increases productive capacity of a nation or cons-overpopulation and strain of a nation’s resources.


2.The teacher will tell students that typically immigration is viewed by most Americans through the Americans perspective meaning that Americans see immigration as something that other citizens of a nation do when they want to enter the United States.  For the activity today, we our going to look at the debate over immigration of Americans to Mexico as a result of Hurricane Katrina.  The teacher will pass out Handout #1—Mexico and Hurricane Katrina.  Students will complete the handout working in pairs by reading the various opinions of Mexican politicians in reference to possible American immigration to Mexico.  Students will discuss in their pairs which viewpoint would they support and why.  When students complete the assignment the teacher will ask students to present their findings in the form of class discussion.  Particular emphasis should be placed on question #3 which refers to comparing American attitudes toward Mexican immigration to Mexican politicians’ views of American immigration after Hurricane Katrina.


3. For the next part of the activity, students will be split into three separate groups:  Americans, Mexicans, and 5 Mexican politicians.  The teacher will proceed to show a clip from the movie “The Day After Tomorrow,” which shows Americans fleeing across the Rio Grande into Mexico illegally as a result of severe climate change.  After showing the clip, the teacher will explain that this debate/gathering will determine if Americans will be welcomed into Mexico.  The panel of Mexican politicians will serve as the jury between the two debating sides (Have your top students serve as the jury).  The Mexicans and Americans will be given 20 minutes to figure out arguments supporting their opinions. The Mexicans may want to visit http://news.yahoo.com/topics/mexico in order to get an idea of events currently going on in Mexico.  After twenty minutes, students from both sides will present their argument in a debate format with jury listening.  With five minutes left in class, the teacher will ask the jury to deliberate and come up with a sound reason for their decision.  If the decision is not unanimous, the minority on the jury can share a dissenting opinion to the class.

Debrief: Ask students if there are any similarities between the arguments Americans commonly make today on both sides of the immigration issue and the attitude of Mexicans if the roles were reversed as with Hurricane Katrina?  Students should see that the pros and cons of immigration are similar, which will lead into the essential question:  To what extent can we learn from studying historical responses to societal problems?  Answers will vary, but hopefully they should include that the responses to the issue of immigration are not new, but one can learn how people come to different opinion within the same society by reviewing the responses of their society’s previous generations when faced with similar challenges.

Formative Assessment (“Check for Understanding”): 


Students will receive randomly receive one of the following two articles:  Handout #2—Close the Borders to All Newcomers by Daniel James (1993) or Handout # 3 “Give Us Your Best, Your Brightest” by Stephen Moore (1993).  Students will be asked to read their assigned essay and in a one page essay summarize the similarities and differences of the arguments made in the assigned essay to the historical arguments made over the issue of immigration in our history and students should offer their opinion on their assigned essay. Make sure to give students Rubric #1, so they know what they need to do in order to receive a good grade on the essay.


Mexico and Hurricane Katrina



After hitting the gulf coast states hard last week, Hurricane Katrina left many people stranded without food or water and completely flattened entire communities.  Many people are calling it the worst natural disaster to ever hit the United States.  The following excerpt from CNN.COM described the situation in New Orleans on Friday, September 2nd. 


              Thousands of people have been stranded at the Ernest Morial Convention Center with little help and surrounded by corpses, trash and human waste. "They've more or less corralled us in two places: The convention center and the Superdome, with no food, no water, you could say almost 90-degree heat inside," said evacuee Alan Gould.
                "We've got small children and sick and elderly people dying every day, small children being raped and killed, people running around with guns -- I'm scared for my life, my wife and my 5-year-old daughter's life. We don't even want to live here anymore." 
                Gould said he has been in the convention center for three days. "They keep telling us 'Buses coming, buses coming,' and nobody's showed up yet ... We need help. We need to be out of here today."
               A National Guard helicopter began to drop food and water to the refugees Thursday afternoon.
              Federal Emergency Management Director Michael Brown told CNN that federal officials were unaware of the crowds at the convention center until Thursday, despite the fact that city officials had been telling people for days to gather there.
             Overnight, police snipers were stationed on the roof of their precinct, trying to protect it from gunmen roaming through the city. 
             Police officers told CNN that some of their fellow officers had stopped showing up for duty, cutting manpower by 20 percent or more in some precincts. Before night fell, police were stopping anyone they saw on the street and warning them they were not safe from armed bands of young men.




(neighborhood in suburban Mississippi, destroyed by hurricane)

Besides the gunmen running through the streets, many people are still living in areas that have 3-4 feet of standing water. Health department officials are worried about the disease that will soon spread because much of this water is full of human sewage. In some places, it will be months before people can return to what was once their house. In Mississippi, many entire communities have been wiped away. One U.S. senator compared the situation to Hiroshima after the atomic bomb flattened the Japanese city. Rebuilding will take years and billions of dollars. Some places may never be rebuilt. All agree that this will be one of the largest challenges our country has ever faced. 



Estimates are that hundreds of thousands of people will be left homeless by this disaster. Many of them will have little to go back to once it is safe to return to their communities. What should be done to help these people? 



Some have suggested that Mexico help out by allowing many of these people to emigrate to Mexico to live. There are numerous towns right over the border that could use the skilled labor that many of these U.S. refugees could provide.  However, not all in Mexico welcome these refugees to their country. On the back of this page are the views of three Mexican politicians on the extent that Mexico should help these people. 


		Vincent Padilla
Mexican Congress

		Pedro Molina
Mayor of Mexico City

		Juan Garcia
 Mexican Congress



		

		

		



		“As much as our hearts go out to the American people, I do not believe we should allow any refugees into our beloved country. Mexico is for Mexicans. We have enough problems here without having to take care of another country’s people.  Besides, if we allow too many Americans in, might that not pollute the purity of the Mexican culture? “

		“What has happened in the United States is a truly sad thing. The hearts of those in Mexico City goes out to our friends to the north. The question has been asked, ‘should we let the Americans come live here?’. My answer is this…only let those MOST in need into our country. We cannot accept all who wish to come. It should be our first priority to help those who truly have nothing and can significantly improve their lives by coming to our great land.” We are a generous, charitable people. The Mexican spirit and heart demands that we help those most in need. Those who once had money and are well educated, they will find a way to succeed in America. We shouldn’t let them in.”

		“It would be wonderful if we could provide America with as much help as it needs, but the reality of the situation is that we can’t. They have always been good neighbors and we should make some effort to help. Many of those homeless and without workplaces are skilled, professional people who could add much to Mexico. Would it not be in our best interest to have more doctors or engineers in our country? Should we not let in those who can make Mexico better? As much as we’d like to help everyone, those in America who are poor and uneducated cannot help us. We have our own poor, we shouldn’t have to take care of America’s poor too.”



		Should Mexico allow in American refugees?

		Should Mexico allow in American refugees?

		Should Mexico allow in American refugees?





1. In the boxes directly above, summarize the view of each man in one sentence.


2. If you lived in Mexico, which one of these politicians would you most agree with? Why?























How Will Your Essay Assignments Be Graded?


The “A” Essay


· Contains a clear, well-developed thesis that addresses the question asked!


· Supports the thesis with considerable, relevant information!


· Has effective analysis of the issues involved


· May contain minor errors that do not detract from the quality of the essay!


· Is well-organized from intro to body to conclusion!


The “B” Essay

· Contains a clear thesis that may only be partially developed.

· Supports the thesis with some relevant information.

· Has some analysis of the issues involved.

· In two or three part questions, analyzes each part in a limited way; the treatment of each part may be substantially uneven.

· May contain minor errors that do not seriously detract from the quality of the essay.

· Has acceptable organization (Intro to conclusion)

The “C” Essay

· Contains a confused or unfocused thesis or simply restates the question.

· Provides few relevant facts, or lists facts with little application to the thesis, or relies heavily on generalizations.

· Little analysis.

· In two or three part questions, analyzes only one part, or describes the parts in a general way.

· May contain major errors that detract from the essay.

· May be poorly organized.

The “D” Essay

· Lacks a thesis or paraphrases the question

· Contains neither analysis nor understanding

· May contain numerous errors, both major and minor.

· May be poorly organized

The “F” Essay

· Is completely off the topic


Ellis Island was open from 1892 to 1954


During that time nearly 12 million immigrants passed into the US


At it’s height, around the turn of the century, nearly 1200 immigrants a day were passing through


For many, Ellis Island and the Statue of Liberty were a symbol of a new life





Passage to the US often cost a life’s savings. Therefore, often one family would save money and send over one or two family members to America, hoping they would make enough money to bring the rest over.


Steerage named after the lowest decks (where the steering mechanisms were located), which is where they were required to sleep


The conditions in steerage were horrible. One immigration agent described, “During the 12 days in steerage I lived in surroundings that offended every sense. Only the fresh breeze from the sea overcame the sickening odors. Everything was dirty, sticky, and disagreeable to the touch.”


Disease and death were not uncommon.





“Cabin class” tickets could be purchased for roughly $20 more. (the cost of a month’s pay for a NY seamstress).


This luxury allowed passengers to escape many of the inspection points on Ellis Island, and occasionally they were processed on board the ship and could skip Ellis Island.





People often had to wait for days to be taken by barge to Ellis Island for processing.


One public health official estimated that as many as 30% of the children who arrived via steerage with measles died while waiting to be processed at Ellis Island.





As immigrants waited in a long line, health officials would walk around, scanning the crowd for people who looked ill or had suspicious symptoms (coughing or weezing).


Children were asked their name (to make sure they weren’t deaf and dumb)


Those children that looked over two years of age were taken from their mother’s arms and made to walk, to make sure they were properly developed.





Child describing the Ellis Island Questioning process


"It was pretty strange for me, with all those people, always those big groups of people . . . [The officials] asked me a lot of questions: Where do you come from? So I told them, 'I come from here and there' . . . They wanted to know all sorts of things: Why did you come to America, how much money did we have? . . . They were probably afraid that I couldn't even buy myself a piece of bread."





As doctors began their inspection, they had only a few seconds to check for over 60 symptoms. Of chief concern was cholera, body fungus, insanity or mental impairment.


Any immigrant who appeared sick or was suffering from a disease would be marked with a blue chalk mark and sent to the hospital.


Those with what appeared to be incurable diseases were excluded and sent back to their port of departure (at the expense of the cruise line that brought them)


About 2% of the immigrants who arrived were denied admission and sent back





The most dreaded part of the medical inspection were the “buttonhook men”. These inspectors were looking for a very contagious eye disease known as Trachoma….which could cause blindness or death. (the cure was later discovered by a Japanese immigrant)


Physicians checked for this by turning the eyelid inside-out using their fingers, hairpins or a buttonhook to look for inflammation.


This short procedure was extremely painful.





Reflections of a young immigrant


Awful. I wouldn't go back for anything in the world . . . So many people! Oh my God! It looked like cattle all over the place. We waited for the medical examination . . . If your eyes were red or something like that, they sent you back."





Although the hospital dad 275 beds, often times over 500 people were in need of medical care…many contagious people amongst them.


Over 3.500 died at Ellis Island over the years (1,400 children)…over 350 babies were born in the hospital.





Inspectors quickly asked immigrants 29 different questions to ascertain information about them. 


Many last names (especially of immigrants with poor language skills) were shortened or changed permanently.


After 1917, all immigrants 16 or over had to read a 40-word passage in their own language to prove they were literate.


Those who didn’t pass were required to “prove they were clearly and beyond a doubt entitled to land” in front of a special commission. About 5/6ths were eventually admitted.





About 9% of immigrants were detained for further mental testing. 


Doctors developed logic problems or puzzles to test their mental capacity.





Many women and children made the trip over to America alone, their husbands having preceded them by years


(read excerpt “A child remembering what it was like…”)


Women and children were not allowed to leave the Island until their safely was assured through a letter or telegram from a waiting relative.


Single women were not allowed to “go into the streets alone”, nor were they allowed to leave with a man who wasn’t a relative.


In response, many women married their waiting fiancés on the spot.





A Child Remembering what it was like to first arrive


I was only five years old when in the summer of 1896 we joined [my father] in America, but I remember well the day when he met us at Ellis Island. He was like a stranger to me, for I had been not much more than a baby when he left us on our Galician farm. . . I have not forgotten the childlike glow of happiness that was in his face as he welcomed us.��I am a child again, trudging along beside my father, who, weighted down with the great rolls of bedding we had brought with us from the old home, is guiding us through strange, noisy streets. I am staring in wonder at the great buildings and the never-ending crowds of people. I am frightened, bewildered, ready to cry. I keep a tiny hand twisted in the tail of my father's coat, fearing to lose him. At last we turn into a dark, dirty alley, which runs like a tunnel under a tenement house and leads us to our future home in the building in the rear. Oh, how hot and stuffy were those two little rooms that we entered! The city was scorching under one of the hot waves that bring such untold misery to the tenements. Not a breath of air stirred. The place was an oven. But, flushed with heat and perspiring though he was, my father ushered us in with a great show of joy and enthusiasm. Suddenly his smile gave way to an expression that reflected bitter disappointment and injured pride as he became aware of the disgust which my mother could not conceal. "So we have crossed half the world for this!" she cried, thinking bitterly of the comfortable farmhouse we had left behind us. I can see her now as she stood that moment facing my father, her eyes full of reproach -- a pretty, slender woman with thick, black hair and a face as fresh and smooth as a girl's.





Kissing Post





Those that made it off the island to New York, would venture through the “kissing post”…so named because it was the spot where reunions of families members often took place.





Immigrants often sought areas to live that included others who shared their language and culture. What resulted in many urban areas around America was the growth of ethnic neighborhoods. 


In 1900, 80% of New York City residents were either immigrants or children of immigrants.





Often immigrant neighborhood housing was in the form of tenements. These 4-6 story buildings were often decrepit. Many had no indoor plumbing, with 150 people sharing a pump or an outhouse.


If lucky, 5-6 families might share a floor and a couple of toilets.


One NY social worker could not locate a single bathtub in over 3 city blocks of tenements.


Rent in a typical tenement was approximately $20/month





Because few building codes existed, conditions in cities were very unsafe. It was not uncommon for deaths to result from people falling while sleeping near open windows or on roofs because of poor ventilation.


In Chicago one year, 60% of newborn babies never reached their 1st birthday.





Many immigrants who had been shopkeepers in their old countries became street vendors (because of the difficulty in getting a shop). They crowded the streets, often working long days.


There were approximately 25,000 street vendors in NY City at this time.


Often, they would have to climb 5 or 6 flights of stairs to make a sale for a few cents.


Many who worked hard and saved carefully eventually opened their own stores.





Although some states had developed child labor laws requiring a minimum age for employment, these laws were often ignored. 


Many immigrant children opted to work for low wages rather than attend school, in order to help make ends meet for their family.


Normal wages for children at the time were 5 cents an hour.





As immigration patterns changed after 1880, “new” immigrants entering the US had different languages, traditions and customs from the majority of Americans already living here. 


This flow of “new” immigrants, largely from Italy, Russia and Eastern Europe, caused an anti-immigration backlash.


This backlash eventually resulted in anti-immigration legislation.





Ellis Island remained busy until after WWI. When the first serious anti-immigration act was passed in 1921, the # of immigrants processed dwindled significantly.


It was officially closed in November, 1954.


It is now an historic landmark.
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*

LETTER “L” - These were for Istvan and Margit Bajhazi, a brother and sister who immigrated from Hungary in 1921. They had received their passports less than two weeks earlier from the Budapest chief of police. It is clearly marked what their intention is in coming to the US…they have had to swear to abide by all US laws and list “sponsors” in the US in order for them to come….























*

LETTER “H” – Steamship companies had their own systems of inspecting passengers before they boarded and weeding out those likely to not be allowed into the US. They were not required by law to do so, but they did because if an immigrant was rejected, they would have to give them a free ride back to Europe. The stamps on this card affirm that Mr. Pliscz was inspected before he got on the boat and again on the ship. The back side reveals that a doctor has indicated that he has received a vaccination (probably for smallpox)

















*

LETTER “K” –Beginning in 1893, every ship bound for the US had to keep a manifest, or log, of their immigrant passengers, listing their names, occupations, ages and countries of origin. This ship, which arrived in 1906, carried mostly young, unmarried Irish immigrants. Details include how much money they had, were they literate and the basic state of health were included.  







































































*

LETTER “F” – Birth certificate for baby born on Ellis Island.

















*

LETTER “B” – Beginning in 1917, all US immigrants over 16 had to pass a literacy test to enter. Previously, the only two grounds for rejection had been poor health or mental deficiencies. 

















*

LETTER “G” – Menu from food service at Ellis Island. The US government fed immigrants detained at Ellis Island for free. 

















*

LETTER “E” – Many immigrants needed to send telegrams from Ellis Island. This one, sent in 1911, was a plea from an arriving immigrant looking for a friend to wire him $20. 



























http://www.historychannel.com/ellisisland/gateway/kissingpost.html











*

LETTER “J” – Becoming a US citizen a century ago was much easier than it is today. Often times, $10 could buy citizenship from a corrupt official. Some never bothered filing for citizenship because their chief goal was obtaining employment and there was little fear of deportation.































































Ellis Island Slide Show

		http://www.pbs.org/wnet/newyork/laic/episode4/topic2/e4_t2_s3-vt.html












Would You Go?

 

 

      The year is 2010. Deep in outer space, scientists have discovered a new planet that is remarkably similar to Earth. The planet has no human life, but its plant life and minerals are identical to those of Earth.  A private company has created a shuttle craft which can take you to this planet. 

There is abundant free land to be claimed and a small human population from Earth that has already settled there. The trip is 98% safe and takes between 3-4 months to complete. The ride there will be cramped with little or no medical first aid available. Once you get there, you will not be able to return to Earth unless you become wealthy enough to afford the trip back. 

WILL YOU GO? Why or why not?







The U.S. Government has determined that there will be a new “official religion” of the country. You will no longer be allowed to practice your religion. 

WILL YOU GO? Why or why not? 

The US government has become a dictatorship and many of the freedoms people have enjoyed, such as freedom of the press and speech are no longer allowed. Your friend was recently arrested and jailed for speaking out against the government. 

   WILL YOU GO? Why or why not? 

Earth, particularly the US is suffering from a 2 year famine and there is widespread death from hunger. Your family has very little food and often goes for 2-3 days without eating.

   WILL YOU GO? Why or why not? 







WHY COME TO AMERICA?

Reason #1 : LAND







Jamestown -1607



                                                                                







Indentured Servants







Reason #2 – Religious Freedom

WHY COME TO AMERICA?







COLONIAL AMERICA - 1630

Puritans

Pilgrims

Jamestown







Pilgrims -1620







Puritans - 1630

“for we must consider that we shall be as a City upon a Hill, the eyes of all people are upon us; so that if we shall deal falsely with our god…we shall be made a story and a byword through the world, we shall open the mouths of enemies to speak evil of the way of god…”

-John Winthrop, Puritan leader







Reason #3 – To Escape Famine

WHY COME TO AMERICA?







Irish Potato Famine – 1845









Reason #4 – To Escape Political Persecution

WHY COME TO AMERICA?







“Speaking particularly of the boys, once they reach their 20th year, and are healthy, they must become soldiers and serve for 3 years.

I was tired of this life, and therefore I decided to leave Germany with my wife to look for a better life in another part of the world, namely America.

On the 5th of March, 1848, we left German soil. We were 226 emigrants”

-The Immigration Diary of Michael Friedrich Radke, 1848

German Revolution - 1848







Reason #5 – Because They Were Forced To

WHY COME TO AMERICA?







Slavery – arrives in America in 1619

Virginia, 1639 

Act X. All persons except Negroes are to be provided with arms and ammunitions or be fined at the pleasure of the governor and council. 



Maryland, 1664 

That whatsoever free-born [English] woman shall intermarry with any slave. . . shall serve the master of such slave during the life of her husband; and that all the issue of such free-born women, so married shall be slaves as their fathers were. 







Middle Passage







THE SLAVE AUCTION







1. What are the five main reasons people initially came to America?

2. What would you guess are the reasons that most immigrants come to America today?

3. Of the four voluntary reasons for immigration, which would be the reason that would most convince you to immigrate? Why?







